ADVENTURE
Kapp2Cape Part One

DUE SOUTH
For many, it will only ever be a dream. But take inspiration from the story
of these two enthusiastic travellers, and turn your dreams into a reality.
We follow the story that starts in a cold wet England, heads for Northern
Europe, then turns due south with the final destination set for Africa…
Words and photography: Sheelah Turner and Oyvind Helgerud
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W

e had dreamed about
driving through Africa
for years, but it always
remained just that - a
dream, a fantasy, something we’d
love to do, but never really believed
we would, or could actually follow
through on. After all, we had careers,
mortgages, and responsibilities. In our
minds, it would be impossible. Then
one typical grey, wet, UK Summer’s day
in 2010 we thought - why not?
Life is just too short to wait until
retirement to start doing everything
we wanted to do. Our love of wildlife,
nature and African wilderness also
spurred us into action - if we waited
until we retired, there may not be
much wildlife to see, nor wilderness
to experience. The time was now. Or

actually, it was probably 10 years ago,
but better late than never. We put a
date in the diary – September 2012 –
and started the preparations.
The first big decision was what
vehicle to buy. In the UK, there is the
obvious strong affiliation with Land
Rover. They are good vehicles, but we
didn’t feel it was up for the rigours of
West Africa. Nissan and Mitsubishi are
good makes, but again not the right
choice for our trip. It didn’t take us long
to agree that a Toyota would be best,
and we went for an 80-series vehicle
from 1996: christened Brodie.
Our primary focus was a
mechanically sound vehicle, one that
would be reliable and that would be
able to handle the rough conditions
in Africa. So, we arranged to have

Left: Sheelah and
Oyvind ready for
the off in their fully
prepared Toyota
Land Cruiser
Right: Oyvind built
his own modular
shelf system
from plywood lightweight, strong
and cheaper than
the ready-made
versions
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Brodie partially prepared by a 4x4 and
overland specialist. ‘Partially’ means
they would do the mechanics, and we
would do as much of the other work as
possible. The work they did included
a full service, a partial rebuild of the
front axle, new suspension, 6cm lift, a
new radiator and waterpump, and an
additional fuel tank.
It is amazing how much kit can
become ‘necessary’ when doing the
initial research. We quickly divided the
list into need/would like/luxury, and then
set out to accumulate. Having done a
lot of camping and a few small vehicle
based trips, the main goal for us was to
keep weight down. Hence, if the item
was not a strict need, it would not make
the first cut. So no shower for us.
Finally, we decided to install a winch.
Initially, we had decided against one,
but changed our minds thinking it would
be useful to help out other travellers – of
course, we had no intention of getting
stuck ourselves. The winch completed
our recovery kit consisting of sand
ladders, a high-lift jack, tow ropes, and
snatch-blocks.
About a year after deciding to do
our journey, we put a hard date in the
diary – 2nd September 2012. Wow
– it suddenly seemed very real, and it
seemed very soon! There was so much
still to do – I mean, we hadn’t really
started much and time was ticking.
First up, though, we christened our
adventure – Kapp2Cape. The original
route plan was to drive up to Nordkapp
in Norway – the most northern point
in mainland Europe and Oyvind’s
home country. From there, we’d make
our way through Europe, cross into
Morocco, and head down the west
coast of Africa to Cape Agulhas in
South Africa – the southernmost tip of
Africa and my home country.
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Next, we connected with the
Overland community. What a truly
inclusive group of people! Whether it
was people who had completed such
a trip, people who were on their trip,
or people who just had years and
years of experience doing shorter trips,
everyone provided help, information
and most of all – support. A more
selfless community I have yet to find.
Then, it was time to get our hands
dirty! With the mechanical work having
been completed, the inside needed
kitting out. In August 2011 we spent
two weeks in the Alps, driving from
campsite to campsite. This taught us
more about Brodie and how we should
organise the interior for maximum
comfort. Taking inspiration from my
father, we set out to design, build, and
fit a modular shelf system in the back.
Using plywood, this system is relatively
lightweight and strong, yet a lot less
expensive than one of the ready-made
drawer systems on the market. A
load guard was added for safety and
security, a fridge for our cold drinks (oh
yes, and food), and electrics for light
and charging.
In addition to the trip planning and
vehicle preparation, we also had an
enormous amount of ‘leaving things
behind’ planning: the house needed
tenants, the cats needed fostering, our
personal items needed sorting, selling
or storing. It was a mammoth task.
But before we knew it, it was time to
head to the Adventure Overland Show
’12. Being caught in rush hour Friday
afternoon traffic on the M25 in the rain
certainly reinforced our decision to go
travelling!
We had a wonderful send off from
the Adventure Overland Show: Tom
McGuigan made us feel like superstars!
A fitting farewell from a community we’d

Right and above:
There were
times during the
preparation when
you started to
wonder if this was
such a good idea!
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been welcomed into with such open
arms. The only downside of being on
display, answering questions, giving talks
and showing others around our vehicle
was – we didn’t actually see much of
the show! But hopefully we shared our
knowledge and inspired others.
After a slight detour, we found
ourselves standing at the ferry dock
in Harwich, waiting for our ferry to
Esbjerg, Denmark. This was it. We were
really doing it. Our dream was starting.
We had accomplished everything we
needed to do before departing, and
with our departure date moving a
mere five and a half weeks from initially
setting it more than a year previously.
Our first lesson on the road surfaced
in the first week: you just have to be
flexible. Best laid plans frequently go
astray. After crossing through Denmark
and making our way north in Sweden,
we encountered the European winter
of 2012. It came early. And it was
cold! In case you need any convincing,
camping in freezing temperatures when
you’re kitted for Africa isn’t fun. And this
adventure was meant to be fun.
We looked at the route, and realised
we had at least another two weeks
of cold temperatures if we wanted to

reach Nordkapp and return through
Norway to Oslo. We weren’t looking
forward to that, so, we did what any
adventurer does – we changed our
route! At Jönkjoping we turned west
and headed straight across the border
to Oslo. Here, family welcomed us with
open arms and – more importantly –
warm beds! It was bliss. We took time
to catch up with friends and family,
revisit our European route, and obtain
the first visas.
After a few days, we found ourselves
at the ferry port again – this time waiting
for a ferry to take us from Oslo to Kiel
in Germany. The overnight ferry took us
from the cold, rainy Norwegian weather
into glorious sunshine, blue skies and
almost warm temperatures in Germany.
From Germany, we crossed Switzerland
in a day – rain and low mist our
companions the whole way. France was
no improvement: we left Jean du’Alps in
the morning – and snow fell there that
evening. We arrived at our campsite
outside Lyon in pouring rain and packed
up the following morning in similar. We
arrived in Avignon in a howling gale and
opted for a youth hostel for the night.
We almost couldn’t keep ahead of the
weather. This wasn’t the exploration of

Left: Fresh air
breakfast from the
back of a Land
Cruiser. It doesn't
get any better!
Below: Africa awaits!
Part two of our story
in the next issue

Europe we had imagined – we were
literally fleeing. From Perpignan we
crossed through Andorra in thick snow,
and emerged, finally, into the Spanish
sunshine.
We were given advice to avoid the
coastal road, and so we chose the
scenic route through the Spanish interior
and avoided the major cities as much as
possible. We were spoilt with constantly
changing scenery, quiet roads and I
believe we saw more of the real Spain
than the holiday resorts portray. Our
European leg of the route ended at
La Linea, the Spanish border town to
Gibraltar. For four days we couldn’t
see the Rock of Gibraltar through the
torrential downpours. Enough was
enough; Africa was calling. 4x4

Kapp2Cape –
the details
Oyvind Helgerud and Sheelah
Turner embarked on their overland
adventure from Nordkapp
(Norway) to Cape Agulhas
(South Africa) in October 2012,
down the west coast of Africa.
Unfortunately, political instability
in the region contributed to the
decision to ship their vehicle – a
Toyota Landcruiser – from Dakar,
Senegal to Cape Town. They plan
to continue their adventure in
southern and eastern Africa. You
can follow their exploits at www.
kapp2cape-blog.net. Part two of
their adventures will be in next
month’s 4x4 Magazine.
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